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ºC – and it needs 

into clouds. The job of the drones is to 
zap droplets in the clouds with an electric 

droplets were zapped with an electrical 

 

The size of the raindrops is 

interest in how to control the weather. 

 
 

 

by editor in chief Nicky Cox

What do you think? Should 
we try to control the weather? 
Vote at 

COULD hot countries control the weather to make it rain?

MAKE IT  
RAIN! 

HOPE HOPE 
FOR RARE FOR RARE 
TORTOISETORTOISE
P12P12

BUILD A BUILD A 
WILDLIFE WILDLIFE 
CAMERACAMERA
P13P13

TACKLING ONLINE HATE TACKLING ONLINE HATE P28P28
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QUICK NEWS
TO READ YOURSELF AND SHARE WITH FRIENDS

TINY PIGS ARE BACK

HAIR-RAISING 
RECORD

SHELL MUST 
REDUCE EMISSIONS

ZOO FUND CLOSED

CHILD GENIUS

NEW JAB APPROVED

Oil company Shell has been told 
by a court in the Netherlands 
that it must do more to cut its 
emissions. The court ruled that 
Shell needs to reduce its CO2 
emissions by 45% by 2030. The 

company has been legally told 
to meet the Paris Agreement on 
climate change, which aims to 
keep global temperatures less 
than 2°C above pre-1900 levels.

The Government’s £100m fund 
to support zoos during the 
pandemic has ended, but almost 
90% of the fund has not been 
spent. Only £12m of the Zoo 
Animals Fund has been awarded 
or is due to be granted. Of 300 
licensed zoos in the UK, just 34 
have been given money, while 

Christon, from Chester Zoo,  
said the lack of cash awarded 

 
and had slowed the zoo’s  

AIRSHIP TRAVEL

£4M SEWAGE FINE

SELF-DRIVE TRIAL
CAT ART 
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A CLIMATE 

PLASTIC FOUND 
IN DEEP OCEAN

SCIENTISTS 

 

scanners in airports across the globe 
– making it harder for poachers to 
smuggle the horns.

The structure of a rhino’s horn 

rhino itself.

rhino horn and also make it easier  

RADIOACTIVERADIOACTIVE  
RHINO RHINO 
HORNSHORNS

A TEACHER 

 

 

LANCASHIRE 

killed in England.

Holman said.

£10 TO 
HOWL!

RECORD-BREAKING 
EVEREST CLIMBERS

WOW!

Philippine Trench. 

 

 

of the ocean, is another thing.
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COMMENT
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““

““

RENTERS

GOOD WEEK BAD WEEK

THE WRONG WILLIAMONE 
ROOF 
FOR ALL 
RELIGIONS

TIME TO THANK 
TEACHERS

 illustrator Axel 

 

BORIS JOHNSON & 
CARRIE SYMONDS
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THE Government is on the hunt for 
the next UK City of Culture.

 
 

SEARCH 
BEGINS FOR 
NEXT CITY 
OF CULTURE

DIARY 
DATES
WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
5 JUNE

THE BIG LUNCH
5-6 JUNE

the-big-lunch 

MUSEUM WEEK
7-13 JUNE

museum-week.org

CHILD SAFETY WEEK
7-13 JUNE

WORLD OCEANS DAY
8 JUNE

unworldoceansday.org

THE 

 

GOOD 
PROGRESS 
FOR JUNIOR 
JABS
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YOUR 
SAY!

RECENTLY we asked you if you 
think it’s too risky for Brits to go on 
holiday in other countries. Here are 

some of your thoughts…

would allow people to leave and 
return to the country for family 

emergencies, though.

weirdcat

I think that you should only be 
able to go to countries on the 

green list because it’s important  
to see your family.

ginny09876

I think it is too risky to go on holiday 

strains of the virus which could spread 
worldwide. I think it’s wiser to go on 

holiday in the UK instead.

avion14

Scotland is OK as they are in the UK 
and have the same access to vaccines 

as the rest of the UK.

mcgeorge1

Even though I want to go on holiday, 
I think that it is too dangerous to 

go. If more people were vaccinated, 
especially kids, if more countries were 
on the green list and if you didn’t have 

to isolate when you came back; but 

on holidays.

verdant

SCHOOLS across the UK have been invited to take part in this year’s 

The theme for this year is Find Your Healthier You

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

COOK YOUR WAY 
TO GOOD HEALTH

strongly disagree on how 

a system to track the badger 

should be making decisions 
based on the science and 

just best for badgers – it should 
be the best approach for farmers 

THE 
and will look at other ways to prevent bovine tuberculosis (bTB) in England instead.

BADGER CULLS TO END
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 Plan for success: ways to plan healthier meals 
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A new e-scooter rental scheme launches in 
London on 7 June. The electric scooters will 
be available across six areas in the capital, 
as part of a trial to see whether they are a 

People will have to take an e-learning safety 
course to ride them and will be able to travel 
only at speeds of up to 20km/h (12.5mph).

LONDON

An 18-year-old has set himself the 
challenge of becoming the youngest 

Ludlow from Ibstone aims to complete 
the 24,900-mile (40,073km) trip in 
around 45 days. He started his journey 
at Wycombe Air Park and will travel 
across Europe, Russia and America. 
Travis wants to break the record held 
by Mason Andrews from the US, who 
was 18 years and 163 days old at the 
end of his trip. Travis is 18 years and 
111 days old.

CROYDON

A number of famous authors and 
illustrators are taking part in this 
year’s Empathy Day Live! event on 

help young people learn more about 
what empathy is (understanding 
and sharing the feelings of others) 
through the power of books. Malorie 
Blackman (above), Cressida Cowell 
and Michael Morpurgo are among 

also being encouraged to take their 
own ‘empathy walks’. You can watch 
all the events live at 

.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

A 16-year-old schoolgirl has been 
crowned the junior winner of 

Challenge. The charity enlisted the 
help of  star Kim-Joy to help 
them pick the winner. Kim chose 
Isobel Davies’ unusual cat-themed 
meringue cookies. Isobel revealed: 
“My bake was inspired by the paws 
of my two cats, Lola and Charlie.” The 

rehome unwanted cats.

BIRMINGHAM
 

Birmingham has launched England’s 
third clean air zone, following in the 
footsteps of London and Bath. Some 
vehicles, especially older cars, will be 
charged a daily rate for travelling into 
the centre of town. The aim is to help 

controversy though, with some 

the coronavirus pandemic. Others 
argue it needs to happen to protect 
people’s health.

UK

WALES
Live music events have been allowed to 
return in Wales. The Welsh Government 

performances, as long as risk assessments 
are carried out and strict rules are followed. 

of six people and using one-way systems.  
The new rules do not apply to nightclubs. 
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First News has teamed up with                         show FYI and the                                   to make programmes and videos 
about the news, which you can watch on First News . And, join the FYI News Club! See below…

                he                           t

FROM STREET SPORT 
TO THE OLYMPICS

FYI episode 124 at 

First News has teamed up with Sky News and Sky Kids 
to help create FYI: For Your Info, the award-winning 
weekly 15-minute news magazine show. Each week, 
FYI

FYI

In your school’s FYI

First News
a weekly FYI

 
. 

Ask your teacher to go to 

about the FYI News Clubs.

First News  
First News
the classroom. Go to

launched the FYI News Club! Why not set one up at Fake News or Fact? 
being debated in class

NEWS 
CLUB
LAUNCHES 

FYI 

 
 

 
karate, skateboarding, sport 

 33
22 sports 

 
be badminton and taekwondo. 

in, FYI
 

to catch up with FYI  

 

 
with myself.

sport, while others, like you, want to make a career out of it.
 I know some people don’t agree with it, and say that 

Either way, you only have to head down to your local skate 

What makes a sport a sport?
Do you think it’s right that 

agility and ability that are 

is it more about how much 
training you do, and how 

Declan
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 Genocide in Namibia
 

tens of thousands of Namibians. 
German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas 

race is targeted. Germany promised 

over the next 30 years. Namibian 

 Moving on from meat

 

 

Afghans who worked as interpreters 

many, many years in Afghanistan who 

troops from the country.

CANADA

CHINA

AFGHANISTANGERMANY

 
NORTH KOREAFRANCE

BRAZIL
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AFTER years of warnings about 
the dangers of fake news, it 
seems as though we’re not really 

even though we think we are.
In a study involving more than 

8,000 American adults, researchers 
found that 90% of them claimed to 

news. However, those who over-rated 

 

SCIENTISTS

STILL 
STRUGGLING TO 
SEPARATE FAKE 
FROM FACT

A NEW study in US science journal PNAS shows 
that crows are harder to fool than humans!

(a member of the crow family) could tell which hand a worm was in. In all three 

BIRD BRAINS AREN’T
FOOLED BY MAGIC

common around the world and lives in a wide variety of 

glare from the sun should be a big advantage for them.

The researchers 

of the world gets on 
average each year. 
They found that 

that are wider 

suggests that the 
theory is correct.  

One argument 
against the theory 
is that other 

.

Many athletes use black grease to darken under their eyes. It’s 

has shown that it does reduce glare

to everything and is really abrasive 
(scratchy). In fact, the dust is so harsh 
that NASA says it even broke the 
vacuum cleaner that was designed to 
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HUMPBACK whales have been recorded 

 

 

SINGING IN THE SEA

TELL YOUR 
FRIENDS

TRY 3 ISSUES

FOR £1

 

 

W
CS

PONDS FOR 
POOL FROGS

TERRIFIC TORTOISE TERRIFIC TORTOISE 
DISCOVERYDISCOVERY
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I’ll be joining BBC Springwatch presenter Hannah 

 

 
 

 

 

KEEPING KEEPING 
WATCHWATCH ON  ON 
THE WILD! THE WILD! 
THIS  

30 DAYS WILD30 DAYS WILD
1-30 JUNE1-30 JUNE

FirstNews    Issu
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DRAW
WITH ROB!

TO celebrate Empathy Day LIVE! on 10 June, author and illustrator Rob Biddulph has given First News 
this exclusive, step-by-step guide to drawing a kindness monster! 

Extract taken from 
Draw with Rob: Monster Madness 

by Rob Biddulph, published by 
HarperCollins Children’s Books

The Kindness Monster is a preview from Rob’s new book Draw with Rob: Monster Madness, out 22 July

1. Let’s start with 
an upside-down 
U shape. Make it 
nice and shaggy, 
as I’ve done here. 
Then join it up at 
the bottom with  
a straight line, with 
two rectangular 
bumps for the legs.

2. A big curved 
line right 
across the 
middle gives 
your monster a 
smiley mouth.

4. Above the eyes, draw 
two shaggy rectangles 
tilted upwards for some 
friendly eyebrows.
Add a square with 
curved edges at each 
end of the mouth for 
your monster’s teeth.

5. Add two 
curved 
rectangular 
shapes 
underneath the 
mouth to give 
your monster 
some arms. 
These should 
be shaggy too.

6. Draw five 
rectangular 
shapes on the 
end of each 
arm for fingers, 
and four on the 
end of each 
foot for toes. 
Colour them  
all in, just like  
I have.

7. Let’s give your 
monster some 
enormous ears – all 
the better for listening 
(a very important 
empathetic skill). Draw 
a big circle on each 
side of the head, with 
another big shaggy 
circle around it.

8. Finally, it’s time 
for some colour. I’ve 
given my monster 
a heart design right 
in the middle of 
his tummy. Be as 
imaginative as you 
like, but don’t
forget the scribbly 
shadow underneath.

www.empathylab.uk

ws 

3. Above the mouth, 
draw two circles and 
colour them in. Then 
draw two more circles 
around the first two. 
Voilà! Our Kindness 
Monster is awake!

14. ENTERTAINMENT
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TWINKLETWINKLE
The KIDZ BOP star tells us about 

 

THIS THIS WEEKWEEK
1 

2 

3 

PICSPICS  OF OF THE WEEKTHE WEEK

 

This quirky adventure is set in a world where a mystery virus 
has caused chaos (sounds familiar!) and children are all born as 
half human, half animal hybrids. The show follows Gus, a young boy who has spent 
most of his life hiding out in the woods. An encounter with a mysterious stranger sends 

KI
DZ

 B
O

P

FIVEFIVE  
MINUTESMINUTES  
WITH…WITH…

 

once we got out on stage, it was so much fun. Some of our fans got to watch 
the show from home with their families. Even though it was a virtual audience, 
they all had KIDZ BOP banners watching from home – it was so awesome!

I love to sing and dance, but being able to perform with the other KIDZ BOP 
Kids is my favourite part! We’ve grown up together over the last few years 
– they’re some of my best friends – and we’re like one big family. We had 
so much fun making the whole show. Blinding Lights was a new number we 
learned, so I’m excited for fans to see it!

 
It was so great to be able to see the other KIDZ BOP Kids again in person! We 

show and rehearsing, right up to the big performance! 

We all do a pre-show warm-up together to make sure we’re ready to sing and 

 

When we’re performing, I always have my phone, camera to take pictures with 

 



Lay down 
a ladder to 

step or jump 
in the gaps
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1. 2.

5. Smooth any pointy edges with a 

LEARN BRILLIANT THINGS WITH
YOU CAN

LEARN BRILLIANT THINGS WITH

MAKE A 
PLASTIC BOTTLE 
PENCIL CASE

MAKE AN OUTDOOR 
OBSTACLE COURSE

equipment that is already there. Here are some ideas:

Use hula 
hoops to 

through or hula 
hoop with

e are some ideas:

Use hula
hoops to 

rough or hula 
hoop with

Use a 

 

 

t

ay down 3. 

4.

it starts to get narrower. 

the width as wide as 

e

WIN!WIN!
A FULL SET OF 
ALL TEN YOU CAN 
BOOKS!

A FULL SET OF 
ALL TEN YOU CAN 
BOOKS!

 
 

30 June 2021

Enter the 
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 Tell us a bit about Twitch!
The book idea came before the character. When 
Beetle Boy came out I met a lot of children who like 
insects, and a lot of them liked birds as well. Quite a 
lot of them seemed like outsiders, people who weren’t 
necessarily the most popular kid in school or the most 
outgoing. But a lot of those children also seem to be 
quite self-assured, so I wanted to create a character like 
that, a child who knew exactly who he was and what he 
cared about and was less concerned about the social 
stresses of popularity and friendship. 

 How much research did you have to do?  
Quite a lot! I spent six years studying beetles and I feel 
like that’s my subject. I’m not that way about birds at 

you do get to learn. You pick a subject that your book’s 

much knowledge as possible. I’ve been learning about 
 
 

as possible, which during lockdown was perfect and  

 Is there one bird that surprised you?
I was really surprised by how amazing pigeons are. 
They are one of the most intelligent creatures. I had 
the general view that most people have, that they are 

view of pigeons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHARITIES SUPPORTED BY FIRST NEWS

It’s based on a real place in Yorkshire called Cromwell 

research in real places, so I took my kids there in 2019 

of us had done it before and I said whatever birds we 

one morning and bumped into this chap who told me 
to go and stand on a bridge in the middle of the river 

this very weird blue streak. I just thought my eyes were 

almost like a spiritual experience because it felt like real 

something to my insides and I want to see more birds 

I have feeders next to my bug hotel in my garden but 
I live in Brighton, which is quite built-up and gardens 

crows. The seagulls aren’t that interested; they mostly 
prefer the chips and doughnuts they steal from the 

just a delight. I go there very regularly, and that’s where 

 Twitch builds an incredible den in the woods, 

and I built a den with adjoining rooms that I tried to 

of three or four years and then my family moved. When 
I was about 16 my mum asked what I wanted to do for 
my birthday and I said I really wanted to have a picnic 
back by the old woods where we used to live. We went 

  
a series, so will Twitch be a series too?

if there will be more than two. Twitch is like the origin 
story of the Twitchers, this bird-watching group of 
kids. So Twitch is Twitch’s story and the origin of 
the Twitchers, and the next book will be about the 
Twitchers. All of it orbits around 

and Jack, which I think is very 

I’M A
BRILLIANT
DEN 
BUILDER!

bird watcher called Twitch, who stumbles 

 

Twitch by MG Leonard 
is out now
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WHAT’S THE CAMPAIGN ALL ABOUT?
Eat Them To Defeat Them is all about encouraging 

young people to eat healthily and enjoy more veg. 

and is said to have led to sales of over 517 million 
 

adds up to £63 million worth of veg!

WHAT’S THIS YEAR’S THEME?
is . It sees an army of warrior kids 
vow to defeat a legion of evil vegetables. The kids 
go through intense training using everyday kitchen 
utensils, eventually squaring up against the veg on the 

hell breaks loose! 
The Masked Dancer included  

a Beetroot character, inspired by the campaign! 

WHO’S TAKING PART?

Jamie Oliver, Stephen Mulhern, Giovanna Fletcher  
and Ranvir Singh.

ITV  
 

WHAT ELSE IS HAPPENING?

alongside a puzzle book co-created and funded by 

TAKE PART IN OUR POLL!
 

First News  
 to take part in our poll and share 

your thoughts.

It’

 A new report called 

 

 

THE FACTS

ITV

EAT THEM 
TO DEFEAT DEFEAT 
THEM!THEM!

hen 
on the 

!
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BRITISH people living overseas 

A RARE  
 

THE POWER 
OF POTTER

DID YOU DID YOU 
KNOW?KNOW?
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A A BEARYBEARY FUN  FUN 
PARTY!PARTY!

RAIN 
ON ME!



COMPETITION TIME

20. DESIGN A LORRY 

 
 

 

ALDI AND TEAM GB 
LAUNCH THEIR NEW DESIGN 
A LORRY COMPETITION

WIN!WIN!  FAMILY TICKETS TO 
SEA LIFE AQUARIUMS

ONE FOR 
YOU AND YOUR 

YOUNGER YOUNGER 
SIBLINGSSIBLINGS

ENTER NOW!ENTER NOW!  MARK YOUR ENTRY MARK YOUR ENTRY SEASEA

FORE FOR
OO

FirstNews    

 

 

WIN!WIN! FAMILY TICKET TO SEE  FAMILY TICKET TO SEE 
HORRIBLE HISTORIES HORRIBLE HISTORIES 
-TERRIBLE THAMES-TERRIBLE THAMES!!

ENTER NOW!ENTER NOW! MARK YOUR ENTRY  MARK YOUR ENTRY THAMESTHAMES
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WHAT IS LEPROSY?

MEET SHAKILA

LEARNING
     ABOUT  
LEPROSY
LEPROSY 

Le
pr

a

GET INVOLVED!
 
.

Le
pr

a

Le
pr

a

Maria’s Island by Victoria Hislop, 
illustrated by Gill Smith and published 
by Walker Books, is out now.

WRITING ABOUT LEPROSY 

her new book, Maria’s Island, and why she 
wanted to write about leprosy.

 Tell us a bit about the book…

 Why did you want to help raise 

 

 What made you want 
to write a children’s book 
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WORD
LADDER

SEE if you can get from the top 
 

 
 

a new word.

FARM

PETS
9 6 3 8
5 7 3
3 2 8 4 7
6 8 5 9
7 2 5 3
9 5 7 2
2 3 6 1 5

4 2 9
7 3 8 2

WORD WHEEL

SE
E h

ow
 m

any words of three or more le  ers you can ma e, using the m
iddle

le
 e

r i

n each one. And can you  nd the word that uses all the le
 ers?

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10

11

12 13 14 15

16

17 18

19

A I
R

N
LI

T

L
B

CROSSWORD
CAN you complete our crossword puzzle using the clues below?

SUDOKUSUDOKU

ACROSS
1 Part of a train (8)
6 Least good (5)
7 The path of a planet 
around the sun (5) 
9 
10 
12 Repeat performance (6)

17 Titles (5)
18 Tests such as GCSEs (5)
19 Magician (8)

DOWN
2  

3

5
6 Opposite of eastern (7)
8 Delights (7)
11 Jail (6)
13
15 US state (5)
16



COMPETITIONS: You can enter First News 1. Go to  
2. First News

 
First News  
First News

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS:
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M O A N A L W A Y S

E L L E P

T E M P T E V A D E

I R E E

M A J O R C R I E D

E V E D B
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23. PUZZLE FUN HOW TO ENTER:

1 3 9 7 5 6 4 8 2
4 5 7 2 8 9 1 6 3
2 8 6 1 4 3 5 7 9
3 2 8 6 9 1 7 5 4
5 6 4 8 2 7 3 9 1
7 9 1 5 3 4 6 2 8
9 7 5 4 1 2 8 3 6
8 4 3 9 6 5 2 1 7
6 1 2 3 7 8 9 4 5

WHAT ON 
EARTH?
ALL 

WIN!WIN!  A FUN-FILLED VIRTUAL A FUN-FILLED VIRTUAL 
ENTERTAINER FOR YOUR CLASSENTERTAINER FOR YOUR CLASS

ENTER ENTER NOW!NOW! MARK YOUR ENTRY MARK YOUR ENTRY SMILESMILE  
 

REMEMBER 
TO ASK YOUR 
TEACHER’S 

PERMISSION 
BEFORE ENTERING

 

 

R 
UR 
S 

ON
RING

 

WIN!WIN! TOM & JERRY THE MOVIE DVDS TOM & JERRY THE MOVIE DVDS

A B

DCBA
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First News team details available at . For editorial enquiries, contact  or (020) 3195 2000  
email  or call 0330 333 0186  or call (01371) 851 898. Web: . 

 

 
First News  

about our environmental commitments.

WHAT’S IN THE 

SHOPS?

24. SHOPS

FIDGET 
TOYS

LOOPY LOOPER THE 
ORIGINAL MARBLE SPINNER  
WWW.THETOYSHOP.COM 
£6.00 EACH

 

comes with its 

BUBBLE POPPER FIDGET TOY
WWW.AMAZON.CO.UK £4.99 

pressed, the bubbles 
appear on the other 

popper can help to soothe a e a 

PEA POD PUSH 
POPPER KEY CHAIN
SMYTHS  £1.99

MAGICAL READS

www.everythingwithwords.com

Can three brave 
orphans save a 
starving tiger and a 
circus in a country 
at war? Sometimes 
you need something 
more than courage 
to survive!

It’s a race against 
time to stop a 

devastating flood for 
Needle, Glory and 

their magical crow.

‘The plot swirls and 
sparkles and keeps the 
reader on tenterhooks’

— Lovereading4kids

Compelling thriller 
picked by Times, 
Sunday Times, 
FT, Guardian as 
one of the best 
books of 2020. At 
the car crash that 
killed his parents 
Lucas saw a wolf. 
Now it’s come for 
him.
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THIS week, the Sonic the Hedgehog 
series celebrated its 30th anniversary!

appeared in 1991’s Sonic the Hedgehog, for  
the Sega Genesis console.

games, comics, animated series, and a movie – 
with more on the way.

Firstly, the Nintendo Wii game Sonic Colors  
a bunch of new features.

There’s also Sonic Origins Sonic Sonic 
the Hedgehog 1, 2, and 3, Sonic & Knuckles, plus Sonic CD

Lastly, there was the news that a big new Sonic game from Sonic Team, the main developers 
of the Sonic

THE Pokémon Company has announced 
when its next games are being released.

Pokémon Brilliant Diamond and Pokémon 
Shining Pearl, remakes of the DS Diamond and 
Pearl games, will be out on 19 November.

Pokémon Legends: Arceus
Pokémon game, set in a past before professors 
and Pokéballs, will be out on 28 January 2022.

We’re already saving up our money!

30 YEARS OF SONIC!

POKÉPLANS

BOOKS

The Storm Keeper’s Island is a 
magical and adventurous story, which 
is full of mythical worlds and stormy 
seas. It is set on a fantasy island 
called Arranmore, where a boy called 
Fionn spends his summer. 

about what adventures awaited him. 

between two tribes, but not in the 
way that you think it will, or in the 
present! 

It is a great book and the fact that it 
is part of a series makes you want  

 
but the language can be quite 
challenging, so I think it is aimed 

THE STORM 
KEEPER’S ISLAND
CATHERINE DOYLE

YOUR READS!
National Literacy Trust’s

Virtual School Library
DISCOVER your shiny magical 
powers with Harry Heape!

Harry is our Virtual School Library author 
of the week. Visit the Virtual School Library 

Shiny Pippin 
and the Broken Forest for free!

Harry recommends these three reads:
 You’re a Bad Man, Mr Gum! by Andy 
Stanton, illustrated by David Tazzyman

 by Roald Dahl, 

 A Series of Unfortunate 
Events by Lemony Snicket

Step inside the library to 

Harry Heape and read a Q&A!
His new book Indiana Bones, 

illustrated by Rebecca Bagley,  
is out on 3 June.

FOR MORE TIPS AND ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE YOUR READING, WRITING, 
SPEAKING AND LISTENING AT HOME, VISIT WORDSFORLIFE.ORG.UK

alongside them or against them in this madcap RPG adventure. 
In Miitopia, all of the characters are Miis, Nintendo’s silly customisable 

characters. You’ve got to assemble your own gang of Mii characters to  
take on the Dark Lord (who is also a Mii), to take back the stolen faces  
of Miitopia’s residents! 

Making Miis for the game is a lot of fun, since Miitopia’s Mii creator has 

You could make your grandad the hero of the game and your brother  
the villain! Or swap them around at any point, should you fancy.

 
to make things faster.

MIITOPIAMIITOPIA

88

SWITCH

Se
ga
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reviewed 
by Olivia 

Peate, 
aged 11

Storm Keeper’s 
series is 

available now
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WE WANT TO 
HEAR WHAT  
YOU/YOUR 
SCHOOL IS UP TO
Write in to let us know what 
you’ve been up to lately! Have 

 
First News

First News 

BULBS IN BOTTLES

MAGAZINE FOR NATURE

 

 

were raising and how it would help 

JUNIOR
JOURNALIST

SNAPPED!SCHOOL
NEWS

HELPING REFUGEES

JUNIOR
JOURNALIST

SUBSCRIBE FOR SCHOOL – FIND OUT MORE AT SCHOOLS.FIRSTNEWS.CO.UK
CALL: (020) 3195 7256     EMAIL: SCHOOLS@FIRSTNEWS.CO.UK
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SPORT PIC
OF THEOF THE WEEKWEEK

RSPCA, Wilberforce Way, Southwater, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 9RS. 
Data Protection Act: Data on minors is never disclosed to third parties and we do not  
send direct marketing fundraising literature to under 18s.  
The RSPCA helps animals in England and Wales. Registered charity no. 219099. www.rspca.org.uk 

Animal
action

traVel Back In tIme 
wIth The rSpca

AMAZINGAMAZING FACTS... RESCUES... PUZZLES... POSTERS... AND MUCH MORE

KIDS WHO LOVE ANIMALS LOVE

®
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2.

50

great PRIZES
winwin

cool PRIZES

®

We    PaDdY

BUG BUG HOUSEHOUSE

Build a

see page 10

Hog Hog 
huhugss

Turn to page 6 
to find out why 
no two cats are 

the same

BUG HOUSE

OFC_animalactionspring2021_1st proof.indd   1
OFC_animalactionspring2021_1st proof.indd   1

01/03/2021   12:17

Go to: www.rspca.org.uk/subscribeFN

ADVERTISEMENT

Love aniMals?
Amazing 

RSPCA

G

Exciting 
RSPCA RESCUES

GREATCOMPETITIONS

ONLY

£7.50
for 4 issues
for

 
SUBSCRIBE TO 

Animal  
action

MAGAZINE 
 

RSPCA Young  
Photographer Awards
ENTER NOW
For more details: rspca.org.uk/ypa
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 What kind of abuse do you get?

with women not knowing anything about football or 
shouldn’t be able to play football. But whether you  
get lots of it or just get one or two, it’s never nice to 

 
of saying to anyone, children and adults, that words  

 

 Is most of it from men and boys?

there are women as well who obviously aren’t fond of 
football and they don’t like other women being fond  
of football and talking about it.

 Do you think social media companies 
genuinely want to do something about it?  
Social media is a massive money-making business, and 
the more people that are on it, whatever they’re saying 
on there, the more money the companies are going 
to be making. It’s a shame, because they say a lot of 
the right things, but when you look, is there ever any 

that they do, or at least not as much as they should.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IN previous weeks we’ve reported on the problem of footballers being targeted on social media with racist and sexist abuse, and now BT has put 

The Hope United 
team, with 

Helen Ward third 

TOP TEAM TO TAKE ON THE TROLLS

Helen Ward has 
scored more goals 
for Wales than any 
other player – male or 
female – in history. In 
89 games she’s scored 

place is Gareth Bale, 
with 33 in 90 games. Helen smashing in 

a goal for Wales

DID YOU KNOW?

 Is the abuse mostly anonymous?
You do get people who openly talk to you 
using their real name and picture, but 

you don’t know who they are. The trolls 
of this world don’t want to give away 

create a fake account and go and churn 
out whatever it is you want to say. Some 

just not sure how it can be policed. But if you’re 
an honest and genuine person, you shouldn’t have any 

 Would it help if people are educated from  
a younger age about this kind of thing? 
Yeah. We talk in schools about bullying and how things 
you say can hurt other people, and I think it should 

technology and I think the more kids know about it, 

we need to prepare children for that. But not only for 
what might come towards them, but also making sure 

can hide behind a screen, but just think about who’s 
on the other side of that and how it makes them feel, 

and their words can be. I think it’s really important that 
children know that from an age where they’re able to 
understand how to use social media and computers.

 Has it made you want to ditch social media?

quite angry and I’ve had to resist trying to respond.  
I do respond to a few things, but I always try to do it  

you wonder if it’s worth scrolling through.

 Most social media sites say you have 
to be 13 to sign up, but what advice 

would you have for any readers who 
are thinking about it?
Don’t believe everything you read. If 

about, ask a parent or guardian, or 
somebody you trust. And don’t try to 

hide behind a false name. Of course, when 
you’re young you have to be careful. Have a 

private account if you think that’s safer, but just 
make sure that what you write won’t get you into 
trouble. It’s not nice to receive abuse, but you don’t 
want to be the person sending something you don’t 
really mean. If you’re not going to say it to someone’s 

 Are you hopeful that things can change?

have to change. There are so many people trying to 
call out things that aren’t right, and that’s what Hope 
United can do. We want to bring everyone together to 
realise that the good things can outweigh the bad, and 

BT

BT

BT’s Hope United will rally the UK to tackle online 
abuse as part of BT’s commitment to improve the 

BT’s Tech Tips at bt.com/hopeunited. Together 
we can beat online hate.



Here’s what our 
fans have to say!
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To order, visit 0330 333 0186

FirstNews 

of First News!

 

TRY 
3 ISSUES
FOR £1

GET FIRST NEWS 
DELIVERED TO 
YOUR HOME 
EVERY WEEK!

    To everyone at First News, thank you so much! I love it. I tell all 

wait for it to come through the door.

“ “

    I read First News, it is great! I keep randomly telling 
my family and friends facts and they say: ‘Where did you 

First News  user
“ “

    My kids race to the door when First News is delivered on Friday. 
Thank you for delivering something to pull them away from 

have taken to the puzzles.

“ “

    I love First News
as well as encouraging them to read. Thank you!“ “

!

h k you so m


